Abstract. Completely simple semigroups may be considered as a variety of algebras with the binary operation of multiplication and the unary operation of inversion. A completely simple semigroup is central if the product of any two idempotents lies in the centre of the containing maximal subgroup. Central completely simple semigroups form a subvariety 6 of the variety of all completely simple semigroups. We find an isomorphic copy of £(C) as a subdirect product of the lattices E(6Jliß), £(& §), and £( §) of all varieties of rectangular bands, abelian groups, and groups, respectively. We consider also several homomorphisms and study congruences they induce.
1. Introduction and summary. The class of completely simple semigroups considered as algebras with the binary operation of multiplication and the unary operation of inversion forms a variety determined by a small set of simple axioms. The study of the lattice of subvarieties of this variety was made possible by the description of its free objects due to Clifford [1] and Rasin [9] . An investigation of the varieties of completely simple semigroups has recently been initiated by Rasin [9] and the authors [6, 7] , In the last-mentioned reference, the variety 6 of all central completely simple semigroups showed some remarkable properties. (A band of groups was called central by Leech [3] if the product of any two idempotents lies in the centre of the containing maximal subgroup.) Masevickn [4] and Rasin [8] determined all subvarieties of the variety & of completely simple semigroups with abelian subgroups; this result was proved by yet another method in [9] .
All subvarieties of the variety <3l § of rectangular groups are easy to find. It was proved in [7] that & V 91S = 6. We determine here all subvarieties of 6 thereby extending the work of Masevickii [4] and Rasin [8] . Our description of the lattice £(6) of all subvarieties of G is similar to that of the cited authors for the lattice of all subvarieties of â. §2 contains all the material from [6 and 7] which is needed in later sections. The main characterization theorem can be found in §3, viz., an embedding of £(6) into the direct product £(<&<$) X t(& §) X £( §), where <&$, and & § and § stand for the varieties of rectangular bands, abelian groups and groups, respectively; we actually consider a homomorphism on a larger class of varieties of completely simple semigroups. Various additional information concerning this embedding makes up §4. Isomorphisms of various intervals of the lattice £(6) are considered in §5, which provide further insight into the structure of the lattice £(C).
2. Preliminaries. In general, we use the notation and terminology of Howie [2] or Petrich [5] . In particular, we adopt the notation in [5] for Rees matrix semigroups, and use the description of congruences on a Rees matrix semigroup presented in [2] . In order to minimize the typographical complexity we modify the standard notation for a sandwich matrix and denote the (j, k)ih entry by [j, k] .
We will consistently use the following notation: §-the variety of all groups, & §-the variety of all abelian groups, "7-the variety of trivial groups, 6A6A-the variety of all rectangular bands, tfl §-the variety of all rectangular groups (orthodox completely simple), (2S-the variety of all completely simple semigroups, [&, 'S] -the interval of a lattice with minimum 6B and maximum ?S, z5x-the semigroup of all transformations on a set X, £CY)-the lattice of all subvarieties of a variety Tof completely simple semigroups, End 5-the semigroup of all endomorphisms of a semigroup S, (%)-the variety of all completely simple semigroups generated by the class % of completely simple semigroups, and write (S) if % = [S),
[Es]-the semigroup generated by the set Es of all idempotents of a semigroup S i[Es]) is completely simple if 5 is), [ua = va] alEA-the variety of completely simple semigroups defined by the laws [77, K]-the subgroup generated by the elements of the form h~xk~xhk where h E H, k E K and 77 and K are subgroups of a group G, G' = [G, G]-the commutator subgroup of G, 77-the normal closure of the subgroup 77, %(G)-the smallest normal subgroup (which is necessarily fully invariant) of the group G such that G/^iG) is a member of the group variety Gll, x° = xx'x, for x E S, S a completely simple semigroup.
Lemma 2.1 [9] . Let S = 911(7, G, A; P), where P is normalized. Let <p E % 03 E End G, i/» E 9"A be such that
Then 6 = 0(<p, u, \p) defined by
is an endomorphism of S. Conversely, every endomorphism of S can be so written uniquely.
A construction of the Rees matrix representation of a free completely simple semigroup follows. Lemma 2.2 [1, 9] . Let X = [x¡\i El) be a nonempty set, fix 1 El and let I' = 7\{1}. Let Z = [q,\i E I) U {[j, k]\j, k E I'), F7 be the free group on Z, and let p = ([/, k]) with [1, k] = [j, 1] = 1, the identity of F7. Then F = 911(7, F7, I; P) is a free completely simple semigroup over X, with embedding x, -» (/', q¡, i). Notation 2.3. We fix a countably infinite set X, and in addition to the above notation, introduce Fq=(q,\tEl), Fp=([j,k]\j,kEl'), the free subgroups of F7 generated by the sets [q¡\i E I) and {[j, k]\j, k E I'), respectively. We will consistently use the notation F= 911(7, F7, I; P) introduced above.
We will need only fully invariant idempotent separating congruences, for they are precisely the ones which correspond to the varieties in the interval [<Si9>, 6 §>] . In this context, the following special case of [2, Lemma 4.19 ] is of particular interest.
Lemma 2.4. Let S = 911(7, G, A; 7*). If N is a normal subgroup of G, then pN defined on S by (i,g,*)PN(J, h, f0 *»'=./. gh'lEN, X = p, is an idempotent separating congruence on S, and every such congruence is obtained in this way. Writing P/N for the A X I matrix with the (j, k)th entry equal to the (/', k)th entry of P modulo N, S/p is isomorphic to 911(7, G/N, A; P/N).
Notation 2.5. We will consistently use the notation pN introduced above. For a variety k~\ of completely simple semigroups, we denote by p("V) the fully invariant congruence on F corresponding to °V. Also let HFz)= {" e End 7^1 there exist <p, if» E 5, such that (1) (ii) 7/TV G 91, then N<nq = Nq, Ntrp = Np.
(iii) rr induces a homomorphism of the lattice z% onto the lattice 91 .
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) were established in [6] . It was also shown in [6, Lemma 4.2(iii)] that trq induces a homomorphism of 91 onto the lattice of fully invariant subgroups of Fq. A similar argument applied to it will establish (iii). (ii) G consists of all those completely simple semigroups for which the sandwich matrix entries in some iand consequently, every) normalized Rees matrix representation lie in the centre of the structure group. (ii) p(6D) = pL where L = F'p.
It is clear that & E G E ty.
We conclude this section with a well-known universal algebraic result adapted to the present context. = {S E ßS 13t/ E %, F G Tañí/ an epimorphism 6: T -S for some subdirect product T of U X V).
3. An embedding of £(ß). We aim here at the principal result of the paper, viz., an
The proof is broken into several auxiliary results, some of which are valid in greater generality than that needed for the present purpose, and some of which are of independent interest. Proof. Since F'p E Np, any element n E Npin ¥= I) can be written in the form
where g G F' E Np and the elements [/',, jt] are distinct and rt ¥= 0 it = l,...,k). Let r denote the smallest positive exponent r, appearing in an expression of the form (2) for some n E N . Without loss of generality r = rx in (2) .
Let k, I E I and define <p, \p E 5, by Since nX E Np and gX E F'p E Np iF'p is fully invariant in Fp), it follows from (2) that [k, ly E Np, for all k, I E I. By the minimality of r it now follows that r divides each /■, in the expression (2) and therefore N must consist precisely of all elements of the form
where the s, are integers and g E F'p. This is easily seen to be a fully invariant subgroup of F. The homomorphism that we are seeking will arise from consideration of the idempotent generated elements of a variety. For this we introduce Notation 3.4. For YE £(ß §), we will write 5Y for the class of idempotent generated members of Y.
The classes ÍY, for YE £(ß §), were considered in some detail by the authors in [7] , where they were termed near varieties.
Definition 3.5. Let ß be a class of completely simple semigroups. A semigroup S in ß is a irelatively) free idempotent generated member of ß on a set X if S is generated by a set {ex | x E X) of idempotents and, for any mapping <p of X onto a set of idempotent generators of a semigroup T in ß, there exists a unique homomorphism 6 of 5 onto T such that eß = x<p for all x E X. Proof. That Fp/Np E <5Y>n § is clear from Lemma 3.6 and so (Fp/Np)E <ÍY)n §. Let G E (5Y>n §. Then, for some Sk E 3Y and a completely simple subsemigroup /vof5 = Ll{5^|/cEÄ^}, there exists an epimorphism <p of R onto G. Let 77 be any countably generated subgroup of G. Then 77 is the image under <j> of a countably generated completely simple subsemigroup R* of R. Since each Sk is generated by idempotents, R* is a subsemigroup of a completely simple subsemigroup R** of T generated by a countable number of idempotents. Now R** E í Y and so, by Lemma 3.6, is a homomorphic image of 91L(7, Fp/Np, I; P/Np), a free object in 3 Yon a countable number of generators. Hence the subgroups of R** must lie in (Fp/Np), as must the subgroups of R* and consequently 77 also. By the arbitrariness of 77, G E ( Fp/Np ) and the proof of the first equality is complete.
For the second claim in the statement of the proposition, the containment one way is clear. So let G E (5Y)D §. Although we generally restrict X to have cardinality S0, Lemma 3.2 and the above argument remain valid for \X\> S0. So suppose that we take | ^1= max{| G \, N0}. A free object in 5Y is S = 911(7, Fp/Np, I; P/Np). Since Ye £(<$), it follows from Lemma 3.2 that Np is a fully invariant subgroup of Fp and therefore that FJNp is a relatively free object in (Fp/Np) on a set of cardinality \X\. Hence, by the first part of the proposition, there exists a normal subgroup K of Fp such that iFp/Np)/iK/Np) is isomorphic to G. For p = pK/N we then have S/p = 9H(7, (Fp/Np)/ iK/Np), I; (P/Np)/ (K/Np)) with structure group isomorphic with G. Hence G itself will be a subgroup of some element of 5 Yand the second claim is established.
We are now ready for the desired homomorphism. onto £ (tie). If we extend y to £(9)) by defining Yy = 5", the trivial variety, for all Yç. 91 ê, it is easy to see that this extension is a homomorphism and is the mapping in the statement of the theorem. A further homomorphism of £ ( 9) ) follows. We are finally ready for our main result for the hardest part of the argument has been completed, and we have only to put the pieces together. 4. Certain properties of the embedding of £(ß). Let S E £(ß) and Sf = (%, Y, ^li). If %, Y and % are given by systems of identities, we construct here a system of identities for S. Next we characterize the completely simple semigroups belonging to S in two different ways in terms of the varieties %., Y and 6l\S. We then describe how S can be built from the varieties %, Y, and % in terms of transformations of these varieties. We also construct a retraction of £(9)) onto £(ß), and characterize the congruence on £(9)) induced by f. We are now ready for the first part of our programme.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. First let S £ S. Then S/% E % and hence S/% satisfies the identity u = v. Then u = v can be taken to be one of the identities: x = y, xy = x, xy = y, x = x. In the first case, 5 is a group and thus satisfies the identity xx~x = yy~x■ In the second case, S is a left group and thus satisfies the identity xyy'x = x, which is equivalent to the identity xx~xyy~x = xx~x. The case xy = y is similar, and the case x = x amounts to xx'x = xx~x. Consequently, 5 satisfies the identity u* = v*.
If w = z is equivalent to x = x, S trivially satisfies w" = z" for all n. Let w = z be the identity xk-l, and consider the identity zk = z° where z = xx°x2 • ■ ■ x°. For any substitution of the variables x¡ by elements of S, the resulting element z lies in [Es] , and hence zk is the identity of the maximal subgroup of S containing z. Thus S satisfies the identity zk = z°, that is to say, 5 satisfies the identity wn = z". Now consider an identity sa = ta figuring in the definition of %. Substituting the variables x in sa or ta by x = r°xr°, we obtain the identity sa = ta over variables contained in some maximal subgroup. Since sa = ta is a law in ^Ji and sa = ta coincides with sa = ta when all variables are contained in a subgroup, we conclude that S satisfies the identity sa = ta.
Finally, since S E Q, it must satisfy the identity axa°y°a = ay°a°xa, by Proposition 2.14.
Conversely, let S be contained in the last set in the statement of the theorem. Since S satisfies u* = v*, so does S/%, which is a band, and thus S/% satisfies u = v. Consequently, §■/% E <7l. Consider the identity xk = 1 for w = z. Every element of [Es] is of the form x°x2 ■ ■ ■ jc°. Since S satisfies the identity wn = z", we have ix°x2 ■ • ■ x°)k = (x°x° ■ ■ ■ x")°. This being true for all natural numbers n, we deduce that the subgroups of [Es] satisfy the identity xk -1. Finally, 5 satisfies the identities sa = ta, which in a subgroup of S amount to the identities sa = ta. Therefore, S E §, as required.
As the second part of our programme, we have Proof. Denote the second and third classes in the statement of the theorem by 9 and S, respectively. By Theorem 4.2, 9' is a variety of central completely simple semigroups. In the light of Theorem 3.11, to show that S = 9\ it suffices to verify that (5) 9>n9l95 = 6u., (39))n#g = Y, 9>ng = 6uT.
If S G l.f n 9Î 95, then S/% E % and % is the equality relation, so 5 E %. Conversely, if S E <7l, then obviously 5 E 9* n 9195.
Let 5 G (Io?)n 6fg. By Lemma 2.19, there exist Sa E i9\ a subdirect product T E riae/)5a, and an epimorphism <p: T -» S. For any t E T, we have r°<p = 1, the identity of S. For any s E S, there exists p E T such that s = ptp and thus s = pcp = (t0<p)(p<p)(t0<p) = (tOpt°)<p.
It follows that the mapping t|» = <p |w is a homomorphism of the 30class 77, of T onto S. Now 77, is a subdirect product of its projections Ka in Sa. Noting that Ka E Y, we conclude that 5 E Y. Consequently, (i9>>n#gcY.
In order to show the opposite inclusion, we may assume that Y¥= 5" so that b.i{ 95 CJ S. Let K be the fully invariant subgroup of Fp corresponding to Y. Then Fp/K E Yç °¥ and hence 911(7, Fp/K, I; P/K) E 9> which, being idempotent generated, must lie in tf9\ Hence Fp/K E 0<3>) n & § and thus Y Ç <Í9>> n dg.
Trivially, S E 9> n g if and only if S E Gl¡S.
We have verified (5) and thus have proved that S = 9\
Next let S E '.'P. Let K E (S)n 9t 95. In view of Lemma 2.19, there is a subdirect product T of copies Sa of S and an epimorphism <p: T -> K. Let T = {(Hs ) | (sa) E T) and map 7" to K by i/»: (77, ) -(sa)<p. It follows at once that t/» is single-valued, and thus a homomorphism of 7" onto K. Since 7" is a subdirect product of copies Sa/% of S/9C, we deduce that K E^. Now let /C E ([£s])n 6fg. Similarly as above, there is a subdirect product T of copies Ta of [Es] and an epimorphism <p: T ^ K. As in the first part of the proof, K is a homomorphic image of a subgroup of T, which in its turn is a subdirect product of its projections Pa in Ta. Since all Pa are in Y, we conclude that K E Y.
Finally, if/TE(5)ng, a similar argument can be used to prove that K E GliS.
We have proved that S E â so that Moving to the third part of our programme, we require the following notation from [6] . Notation 4.5. For % E £,( §), we will write "Tl = {S E ßS | the subgroups of 5 lie in "ii}. It is easily seen that % is a variety. Proof. It suffices to consider § E £(9)), 9195 Ç §. Then Sf = (9195, <iS)n <2S, SnS), (S n e)S = (9195, (i(S n ß)) n «g,(S nß)n g), so that, in order to prove the desired equality, it suffices to show that (5S)n (£ § E <i(S nß)>nSg.
Let G E (5S) n & §. In the light of Lemma 2.19, there exists a subdirect product T of semigroups Sa in ÍS and an epimorphism <¡d: T -> G. We may take Sa = 91t(7a, Ga, A0; 7*,,) with Pa normalized. Then GQ is generated by the sandwich matrix entries, since Sa is idempotent generated. Since these entries commute, the group Ga is abelian. It follows that Sa E & E G. Consequently, Sa E S n G, which completes the proof. Proof. It suffices to observe that by Lemma 4.8, S->Sf = (c3nß)£'->Snßis the stated retraction.
We now turn to the congruence induced by f on £(9)). To this end, we require the following relation y on £(ßS) which was introduced in [7] where it was shown to be a congruence. First assume the validity of the left-hand side of (7). If S E 91 n 9195, then S E 491 = 4S so 5 G S n 9195. Hence 91 n 9195 E S n 9195 and the equality follows by symmetry.
Now suppose the validity of the right-hand side of (7) and let S G 491. If S G 9195, then S G 91 n 9195 .= S n 9195 so S G 4S. Assume that S G 9195. We may take S = 911(7, G, A; P) where 7* is normalized and thus G is generated by the entries of P, so G must be abelian. Hence GG (49l)né£g= (4S)n$g and thus 5'G(4S)n6Bg. In view of Lemma 4.8 and Corollary 4.6, we have (4S)n6£g ç S n 6 ç § so that S E 4S. Consequently, 491 E 4S, and the equality follows by symmetry. Corollary 4.12. The homomorphism f induces a n y on £(9)).
Proof. It suffices to recall Theorem 3.11 and the definitions of a (in Theorem 2.12) and y (in Definition 4.10).
5. The structure of certain intervals of £(ß). As an application of Theorem 3.11 and using the particular representations of Remark 4.4, we will consider here certain intervals which will amount to taking all triples satisfying some additional restrictions.
In the triple representation of varieties in £(ß) figuring in Theorem 3.11, fixing the first component to be 9195 and the second to be ¿ESg and Y, respectively, we obtain the following result by allowing the third component to assume all permissible values. (ii)(9l95,Y,í7lí)(y|e(e))s[Y,g].
Again fixing the first component to be 9195, but fixing the third component to be g, fjg and Tlí, respectively, while allowing the second component to assume all permissible values, we obtain the following additional isomorphisms. (ii) The argument here is similar to the above and is omitted.
